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LEARNING DETECTOR OF MALCOUS 
NETWORK TRAFFC FROM WEAK LABELS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application No. 62/211,368, filed Aug. 28, 2015, the 
entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present disclosure relates to malware detec 
tion. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. The detection of malicious communication by 
learning-based detectors is based on generic features 
describing the communication. For example, the features 
extracted from proxy log attributes can be used in training to 
discriminate between malicious and legitimate Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests. 
0004. A problem of supervised training in network secu 

rity is the availability of a sufficiently large and representa 
tive dataset of labeled malicious and legitimate samples. The 
labels are expensive to obtain since the process involves 
forensic analysis performed by security experts. Sometimes, 
the labels are not even possible to assign, especially if the 
context of the network communication is Small or unknown 
and the assignment is desired at a proxy-log level. 
0005. Furthermore, the labeled dataset becomes obsolete 
quite quickly, as a matter of weeks or months, due to the 
constantly evolving malware. As a compromise, domain 
level labeling has been frequently adopted by compiling 
blacklists of malicious domains registered by the attackers. 
The domain blacklists can be used to block network com 
munication based on the domain of the destination Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) in the proxy log. However, the 
malicious domains typically change frequently as a basic 
detection evasion technique. Even though the domains 
might change, the other parts of the HTTP request (and the 
behavior of the malware) remain the same or similar. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0006 FIG. 1 is a diagram of a network environment 
illustrating a networking system in which a detector for 
malicious network traffic is trained from weak labels accord 
ing to an example embodiment. 
0007 FIG. 2 is a diagram of a detector system for 
detecting malicious network traffic by learning from weak 
labels according to an example embodiment. 
0008 FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating network traffic 
records of a training set that are associated with malicious or 
legitimate network traffic according to an example embodi 
ment. 

0009 FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a formulation of a 
learning problem and its solution for a Multiple Instance 
Learning (MIL) process of a Neyman-Pearson (NP) detector 
according to an example embodiment. 
0010 FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating false negative rates 
of network traffic records that are replaced by false negative 
rates of the groups of network traffic records according to an 
example embodiment. 
0011 FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a trained detector 
that is utilized to identify network communications between 
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a user computer and a host computer as malware or legiti 
mate network communication according to an example 
embodiment. 
0012 FIG. 7 is a flow chart depicting operations per 
formed by a networking device to train a detector process 
and to identify malware network communications utilizing 
the trained detector process according to an example 
embodiment. 
0013 FIG. 8 is a diagram of a network environment 
illustrating a deployment of a learning detector for malicious 
network traffic according to another example embodiment. 
0014 FIGS. 9A-9D are diagrams illustrating test results 
of the system depicted in FIG. 1 according to an example 
embodiment. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

0015 Techniques are presented herein to use a detector 
process to identify network communication between a com 
puting device and a server as malware network communi 
cation. Network traffic records are classified as either mal 
ware network traffic records or legitimate network traffic 
records. The classified network traffic records are divided 
into at least one group of classified network traffic records, 
the at least one group including classified network traffic 
records associated with network communications between a 
computing device and a server for a predetermined period of 
time. The at least one group of classified network traffic 
records is labeled as malicious when at least one of the 
classified network traffic records in the at least one group is 
malicious. The at least one group of classified network traffic 
records is labeled as legitimate when none of the classified 
network traffic records in the at least one group is malicious. 
The labeling is performed to obtain at least one labeled 
group of classified network traffic records. A detector pro 
cess is trained on individual classified network traffic 
records in the at least one labeled group of classified network 
traffic records to learn a flow-level model based on the 
labeling of the at least one group of classified network traffic 
records, and malware network communications between the 
computing device and the server are identified utilizing the 
flow-level model of the detector process. 

Example Embodiments 

0016 Presented herein is a data-driven classification sys 
tem that relies on a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) 
approach to classify malicious network communication. The 
classification system recognizes malicious traffic by learning 
from weak annotations. Weak Supervision in training is 
achieved on the level of properly defined “bags” of network 
traffic records Such as proxy logs by leveraging Internet 
domain blacklists, whitelists, security reports, and sandbox 
ing analysis. A "bag” of network traffic records is a set of 
network traffic records or flows with the same user and with 
a particular domain. A number of generic features are 
extracted from proxy logs of HTTP requests and a detector 
of malicious communication is trained using publicly-avail 
able blacklists and whitelists of malware domains. Since the 
blacklists and whitelists contain labeling only at the level of 
domains while the detector operates on richer proxy logs 
with a full target web site URL, the labeled domains only 
provide weak Supervision for training. 
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0017 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a network environ 
ment 100 in which malware detection techniques presented 
herein may be employed. Network environment 100 
includes networking device 110 which may be a server 
computer, a firewall, a network intrusion device, etc. Net 
working device 110 includes network interface unit 114 
(e.g., a network port of a network interface card), control 
processor 116 and memory 120. Memory 120 stores instruc 
tions for, among other functions, control logic 122, training 
logic 124, and detector logic 126. Memory 120 also stores 
network traffic records 128. Network interface unit 114 
connects networking device 110 with network 130 (e.g., the 
Internet). 
0018 Network security device 140 (e.g., a firewall) or 
any other network device connected to network 130 may 
generate network traffic records 128 (e.g. proxy logs or 
NetFlow records) that are sent to networking device 110 and 
stored in memory 120. 
0019. The memory 120 may be read only memory 
(ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic disk 
storage media devices, optical storage media devices, flash 
memory devices, electrical, optical, or other physical/tan 
gible memory storage devices. Thus, in general, the memory 
120 may comprise one or more tangible (non-transitory) 
computer readable storage media (e.g., a memory device) 
encoded with Software comprising computer executable 
instructions and when the software is executed (by the 
processor 116) it is operable to perform the operations 
described herein. The networking device 110 performs the 
operations described below in connection with FIGS. 2-7 
when executing the software stored in memory 120. 
0020. As shown in FIG. 1, network environment 100 
further includes computing device 150 on which malware 
152 resides and is executed, and which is connected to 
network 130 via network interface unit 154. FIG. 1 also 
shows computing device 160 which is connected to network 
130 via network interface unit 164 and which is not infected 
by malware. Computing devices 150 and 160 may be, for 
example, part of an enterprise network (not shown), and the 
enterprise network may include, but is not limited to, a 
plurality of computing devices, servers and other network 
ing devices that may be infected by malware. 
0021. In addition, several other network elements may be 
connected to network 130, such as for example, safe net 
work server 170 and unsafe network server 180. FIG. 1 
further shows malware network communication 185 
between infected computing device 150 and unsafe network 
server 180 and legitimate network communication 190 
between computing device 160 and safe network server 170. 
0022 Reference is now made to FIG. 2 (with continued 
reference to FIG. 1). FIG. 2 is a diagram of detector system 
200 for detecting malicious network traffic by learning from 
weak annotations or labels. At processing stage 1, network 
traffic records 210 from a training set are associated (by 
training logic 124 shown in FIG. 1) with either malicious 
traffic or legitimate traffic. The network traffic records may 
be network proxy logs containing various attributes or 
features that are specific to the Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP). The network proxy logs may represent network 
flows which are sequences of packets representing network 
communications (such as malware network communication 
185 and legitimate network communication 190 in FIG. 1) 
that are sent between a source computing system Such as 
computing devices 150 and 160 in FIG. 1 and a destination 
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computing device such as unsafe network server 170 and 
safe network server 180 in FIG. 1. Port numbers may be 
changed during the communication which results in more 
flows. Network traffic is bidirectional. Thus, network traffic 
records such as proxy logs contain data for both directions 
of a communication of a given flow. 
0023. As shown in FIG. 2, at processing stage (1), plus 
signs 215 or minus signs 220, for a malicious or a legitimate 
flow, respectively, are assigned to each flow of the training 
set thereby classifying the network traffic records or flows as 
either malware traffic records or legitimate traffic records. 
Unfortunately, information to classify the network traffic 
records of the training set is difficult to obtain and is often 
not available for training. Therefore, third party feeds, 
blacklists, domain reputation reports, security reports and 
sandboxing analysis results are used to classify the training 
data. However, these lists are mostly domain-based and 
introduce mistakes 225 in classifying as illustrated at pro 
cessing stage (2) in FIG. 2. If a conventional classifier 230 
is trained only based on these misclassified flows as shown 
in processing stage (3), this results in poor performance of 
the classifier 230. 
0024. To avoid Such a poor performance, at processing 
stage (4), the techniques presented herein utilize the network 
traffic records of the training set that were classified in 
processing stage (1) using the third party feeds, blacklists, 
domain reputation reports, security reports and Sandboxing 
analysis results, to create weak labels 235(1) to 235(N) of 
groups of network traffic records called “bags” 245(1) to 
245(N). A bag, such as bag 245(1) is labeled as positive 
(malicious) if at least one network traffic record or flow 
included in the bag is classified as positive (malicious). 
Otherwise, the bag (e.g., bag 245(4)) is labeled as negative 
(legitimate). Classification can be performed by searching 
publicly available databases, such as for example, the 
“VirusTotal service discussed below with regard to FIGS. 
9A to 9D. 

(0025. The MIL classifier 260 (which corresponds to 
detector logic 126 in FIG. 1) is trained by training logic 124 
on a flow level, i.e., MIL classifier 260 learns a flow-level 
model based on weak labels 235(1) to 235(N) from the bags 
(e.g., bags 245(1) and 245(N)) and optimizes the decision 
boundary, which results in better separation between mali 
cious and legitimate flows and thus in higher malware 
detection efficacy. 
0026 Reference is now made to FIG. 3 (with continued 
reference to FIGS. 1 and 2) which shows computing network 
300. FIG. 3 illustrates how network traffic records of a 
training set are associated with malicious network traffic or 
legitimate network traffic based on blacklists and whitelists. 
Computing network 300 includes user computer 310 (which 
corresponds to computing device 150 in FIG. 1) and host 
computers 320C1) to 320CN) (which correspond to safe 
network server 170 and unsafe network server 180 in FIG. 
1). 
0027. As shown in FIG. 3., user computer 310 commu 
nicates with domains 330(1) to 330(N) hosted by host 
computers 320(1) to 320(N). Network traffic records that 
include the respective domains 330(1) to 330(N) and that 
identify user computer 310 as the communication source are 
collected over 24 hours by a network security device (not 
shown) such as network security device 140 in FIG. 1. 
Domains 330(1) and 330(N) hosted by host computers 
320(1) and 320CN) are classified (e.g., by a trainings logic 
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residing on user computer 310 that corresponds to training 
logic 124 in FIG. 1) as safe domains based on blacklists and 
whitelists. Network traffic records 335(1) to 335(K) relating 
to the communication between user computer 310 and 
domain 330(1) hosted by host computer 320(1) are classified 
as negative or legitimate network traffic records. Similarly, 
network traffic records 345(1) to 345(L) relating to network 
communication between user computer 310 and domain 
330(N) hosted by host computer 320CN) are classified as 
legitimate flows and are labeled as negative or legitimate 
network traffic records. 

0028. In addition, FIG. 3 shows network traffic records 
350(1)-350(M). For these network traffic records, accurate 
information is not available for classification. However, 
since domain 330(2) is on a blacklist, at least some of the 
network traffic records 350(1) to 350(M) are assumed to be 
malicious and therefore bag 360 which contains network 
traffic records 350(1) to 350(M) is labeled as malicious. 
0029. Returning back to FIG. 2 (with continued reference 

to FIG. 1). At processing stage (5), MIL classifier 260 
classifies regular network traffic records 270 as legitimate or 
malicious flows thereby identifying network communication 
between a computing device (e.g., computing device 150 in 
FIG. 1) and a server (e.g., unsafe network server 180 in FIG. 
1) as malware network connection. 
0030. As described above, leveraging the labels 235(1) to 
235(N) at the level of bags has the advantage that publicly 
available sources of domain blacklists can be used for 
training MIL classifier 260. The problem is formulated as 
weakly supervised learning since the bag labels 235(1) to 
235(N) are used to train MIL classifier 260 as a classifier of 
individual regular network traffic or individual flows 270. In 
other words, instead of using manually labeled positive 
examples of network communication, an algorithm based on 
the MIL uses the bags 235(1) to 235(N) of network traffic 
records 210 (or proxy logs) describing communication of 
users to the black-listed domains in the network traffic 
records 210 which correspond to network traffic records 128 
in FIG. 1. As described in further detail below, the MIL 
algorithm seeks a Neyman-Pearson (NP) detector with a 
very low false positive rate. 
0031 Generally, learning of the NP detector is formu 
lated as an optimization problem with two terms: false 
negatives are minimized while choosing a detector with 
prescribed and guaranteed (very low) false positive rate. 
False negatives and false positives are approximated by 
empirical estimates computed from the weakly annotated 
data. A hypothesis space of the detector is composed of 
linear decision rules parametrized by a weight vector and an 
offset. The described Neyman-Pearson learning process is a 
modification of the Multi-Instance Support Vector Machines 
(mi-SVM) algorithm. 
0032. When comparing the problem to be solved for a 
standard mi-SVM algorithm with the problem to be solved 
by the NP process of the detector described herein, three 
general modifications can be observed. 
0033. As a first modification, the standard mi-SVM 
detector problem formulation aims to resolve a linear deci 
sion rule with a small classification error. However, the 
classification error is not a relevant performance measure in 
the malware detection problem. Instead, the malware detec 
tor needs to have a guaranteed (low) false positive rate and 
at the same time it should minimize the false negative rate. 
This decision making problem, known as the Neyman 
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Pearson task, can be solved by finding the decision rule 
minimizing a weighted Sum of the false-positive and the 
false-negative rates. The weight is not known a priori but it 
can be efficiently tuned on validation examples as shown 
below. 

0034. As a second modification, the standard mi-SVM 
detector uses a quadratic regularization term to avoid over 
fitting. However, in the malware detection problem, the 
number of examples is an order of a magnitude higher than 
the number of weights to be learned. That is, there is only a 
Small chance of over-fitting. Hence, in the optimization 
problem formulation of the NP detector, the quadratic regu 
larization is removed. Not removing the quadratic regular 
ization would require tuning the weight of this additional 
term which would result in a larger training time. 
0035. As a third modification, the standard mi-SVM 
problem formulation assumes that the negative class is 
described by bags of network traffic records or instances. For 
the NP detector, negative instances are not grouped to bags. 
Instead, the negative class is described by independent 
network traffic records or instances as in the ordinary 
(Supervised) classification problem. That is, the techniques 
described herein aim to minimize the number of misclassi 
fied negative instances. In contrast, the standard mi-SVM 
detector optimizes the number of misclassified negative 
bags. 
0036. The strength of the MIL algorithm is that it mini 
mizes a weighted sum of errors made by the detector on the 
negative bags and the positive bags. The error of each 
positive bag is determined by a single instance that has the 
maximal distance from the malicious/legitimate decision 
hyperplane. Removal of the other non-active instances from 
the training set would not change the solution. Hence the 
MIL algorithm can be seen as a two stage procedure though 
the stages are executed simultaneously. 
0037 Referring now to FIG. 4 (with continued reference 
to FIGS. 1 and 2), a flowchart is described of method 400 for 
formulating a learning problem and its solution for the MIL 
process of a NP detector which corresponds to detector logic 
126 in FIG. 1 and MIL classifier 260 in FIG. 2. 
0038 Method 400 begins at 405. At 405, bags, such as 
bags 245(1) to 245(N) in FIG. 2 are labeled as positive or 
negative bags. Method 400 continues to 410 at which a 
number of false positive and false negative results are 
estimated. 
0039. At 415, a learning criterion of the NP process is 
formulated. Step 415 starts with defining a statistical model 
of the data. A network traffic record or flow is described by 
a feature vector xeXCIR and a label yeY={+1, -1}. Labels 
y may have values of +1 and -1. A value of y=+1 describes 
malicious network traffic records and a value of y=-1 relates 
to legitimate network traffic records. The network traffic 
monitored in a given period of time is fully described by the 
completely annotated data D-(x,y). . . . , (x,y)}e 
(XXY)" assumed to be generated from random variables 
with an unknown distribution p (x, y). Since, as discussed 
above, obtaining the complete annotation is expensive, a 
weaker annotation is obtained by assigning labels to bags of 
network traffic records or flows instead of assigning labels to 
individual flows. The weakly annotated data D, {x . . . . 
X, (B.Z), . . . , (B.Z.)} are composed of the flow or 
network traffic features {x1, . . . , XeX" along with their 
assignment to labeled bags (B.Z), . . . , (B.Z.)e(PxY)" 
where P is a set of all partitions 1 of indices {1, ..., m}. 
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The i-th bag is a set of flow features {x,jeB,} labeled by 
ZeY. The weakly annotated data D, carry a partial infor 
mation about the completely annotated data D. 
0040. In particular, to formulate the learning criterion of 
the NP process at 415, it is assumed (1) that the flow features 
{x1, . . . , X, in D. and D, are the same, (2) that the 
negative bags contain just a single network traffic record 
which is correctly labeled (that is z=-1 implies B-1 and 
y -1), and (3) that the positive bags have a variable size and 
at least one network traffic record (or instance) is positive 
(that is Z=+1 implies jeB, such that y=+1). 
0041 Based on the above, a NP detector heh CY 
(which corresponds to MIL classifier 260 in FIG. 2) is 
constructed which attains the minimal false negative rate 
FN(h)=E (h(x)=-1 among all detectors with the 
false positive rate FP(h)=E (h(x)=+1 not higher 
than a prescribed threshold BD0. The learning criterion of the 
NP process is formulated to find h such that FP(hi)s?B and 
FN(h)='FN(h) s. t. FP(h)s?3 which describes the NP 
problem to be solved. This problem cannot be solved 
directly since the distribution p(x,y) is unknown. Therefore, 
the weakly annotated data D, is used to solve the problem 
approximately via an empirical risk minimization approach. 
0042 Method 400 continues to 420, at which the NP 
detector process is approximated and based on the approxi 
mation, learning of the NP detector is formulated as the 
following optimization problem: 

(w", w) = Ea. FP(w, wo) + (1 - a). FN (w, w,)), 

where ae IR is a cost factor used to tune the trade-off 
between the number of false negatives and false positives. 
The optimization problem formulated at 420 is not convex 
due to the term FP(w.wo). 
0043. The optimization problem formulated at 420 is 
Solved by an average stochastic gradient descent (SGD) 
algorithm. At 425, the SGD algorithm is initialized with 
random parameters including a number of epochs or itera 
tions. At 430 it is determined whether a maximum number 
of epochs or iterations is reached. If it is determined that the 
maximum number of epochs or iterations is not reached, 
method 400 moves to 435 at which the SGD algorithm 
randomly chooses a trainings sample. At 440 parameters for 
Solving the optimization problem are optimized and method 
400 returns to 430. When the maximum number of epochs 
or iterations is reached, method 400 continues to 445 at 
which optimal parameters for resolving the optimization 
problem for the NP detector are found. 
0044 Reference is now made to FIG. 5 which shows a 
distribution 500 of network traffic records 510(1) to 510(N) 
of a training set projected onto the 2D space. Line 520 shows 
the decision hyperplane that divides the 2D space into area 
530 into which positive or malicious network traffic records 
are projected and area 540 into which negative or legitimate 
network traffic records are projected. Some of the network 
traffic records, such as network traffic records 510(1) and 
510(2) are correctly projected. However, other network 
traffic records are incorrectly classified (i.e., classified with 
flaws) and projected such as network traffic record 510(3) 
and 510(4). 
0045. As discussed above, by resolving the optimization 
problem for the NP detector, a weighted sum of false 
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negative (FN) rates and false positive (FP) rates is mini 
mized. Due to the unknown labels for positive network 
traffic records or instances (such as network traffic records 
510(5) and 510(N)), the false negative rate of instances of 
network traffic records is replaced by the false negative rate 
of bags 550(1) to 550(N). 
0046 Reference is now made to FIG. 6 (with continued 
reference to FIGS. 1 to 4), which shows networking envi 
ronment 600 that includes trained detector 610 to identify 
HTTP request 620 transmitted between user computer 630 
and host computer 640 as either malware network commu 
nications or legitimate network communications. Trained 
detector 610 corresponds to detector logic 126 in FIG. 1 and 
MIL classifier 260 in FIG. 2. User computer 630 corre 
sponds to computing devices 150 and 160 in FIG. 1, host 
computer 640 corresponds to safe network server 170, 
unsafe network server 180 in FIG. 1 and host computers 
320(1) to 320(N) in FIG. 3. When user computer 630 sends 
HTTP request 620 to host computer 640, a network security 
device (not shown). Such as network security 140, generates 
proxy log 650 (which corresponds to network traffic records 
335(1) to 335(N) in FIG. 3. 
0047 Proxy log or flow 650 may consist of the following 
flow fields: URL, flow duration, number of bytes transferred 
from a client device (e.g., computing devices 150 and 160) 
to a server (e.g., safe network server 170 and unsafe network 
server 180) and from the server to the client device, user 
agent, Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) type, 
etc. Features 660 that correspond to the network traffic 
features described above in conjunction with operation 415 
in FIG. 4 are extracted from proxy log 650 to be analyzed 
by detector 610 which operates utilizing optimal parameters 
determined in step 445 in FIG. 5 to generate result 670 that 
identifies HTTP request 620 as a malware or a legitimate 
networking request. 
0048 Referring now to FIG. 7 (with continued reference 
to FIGS. 1, 2 and 6), a flow chart is described of method 700 
for training a detector process (e.g., detector logic 126 or 
detector 610) to identify network communication between a 
computing device (e.g., user computer 630 and host com 
puter 640 in FIG. 6). Method 700 is performed by training 
logic 124 and detector logic 126. Method 700 begins at 705 
where network traffic records 128 are classified as either 
malware network traffic records or legitimate network traffic 
records (such as network traffic records 210 in FIG. 2 to 
which plus signs 215 and minus signs 220 are assigned). 
0049. At 710, the classified network traffic records are 
divided into at least one group of classified network traffic 
records (such as bags 245(1) to 245(N) in FIG. 2). The at 
least one group of network traffic records includes classified 
network traffic records associated with network communi 
cations between a computing device and a server for a 
predetermined period of time. 
0050. At 715, the at least one group of classified network 

traffic records (such as bag 245(1) in FIG. 2) is labeled as 
malicious when at least one of the classified network traffic 
records in the at least one group is malicious. The at least 
one group of classified network traffic records (such as bag 
245(4) in FIG. 2) is labeled as legitimate when none of the 
classified network traffic records in the at least one group is 
malicious. 

0051. At 720, a detector process is trained on individual 
classified network traffic records in the at least one labeled 
group of classified network traffic records, and at 725, 
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network communication between the computing device and 
the server is identified as malware network communication 
utilizing the trained detector process. 
0052 Reference is now made to FIG. 8. FIG. 8 is a 
system diagram illustrating how the process depicted in FIG. 
2 may be deployed in a network/computing environment 
800 according to another example embodiment. A device 
805, which may be a server computer, firewall, network 
intrusion device, etc., includes a plurality of network inter 
faces 810 (e.g., network ports of a network interface card), 
a processor 820 (or multiple processors), a bus 830 and 
memory 840. Memory stores instructions for, among other 
functions, control Software training process 842 and detec 
tor/classifier software 844. When the processor 820 executes 
the Software instructions for training process 842, the pro 
cessor is operable to perform the operations described 
herein, the output of which can be used by the detector 
software 844. However, the detector software 844 need not 
reside in the same physical device in which the training is 
performed. 
0053. The device 805 may be configured to intercept 
network traffic from one or more web servers 850(1) to 
850(N) connected to network 860 so as to detect attempts to 
inject malware into any device connected in network 860. 
Network 860 may be an enterprise network. A network 
security device (e.g., firewall) 870 or any network device 
connected to network 86.0 may generate proxy logs (Net 
Flow reports) that are sent to the device 805 for use in 
techniques presented herein. 
0054 The memory 840 may include read only memory 
(ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic disk 
storage media devices, optical storage media devices, flash 
memory devices, electrical, optical, or other physical/tan 
gible memory storage devices. Thus, in general, the memory 
may comprise one or more tangible (non-transitory) com 
puter readable storage media (e.g., a memory device) 
encoded with Software comprising computer executable 
instructions and when the software is executed (by the 
processor 820) it is operable to perform the operations 
described herein. 

0055 Reference is now made to FIGS. 9A to 9D (with 
continued reference to FIGS. 2, 4 and 6), which show results 
of experiments that were conducted to empirically evaluate 
the detectors (such as MIL classifier 260 in FIG. 2 and 
detector 610 in FIG. 6) of malicious communication learned 
from weakly labeled data. Two detectors were compared that 
learned from the same data by different methods. 
0056. A first detector (a standard binary SVM detector) 
was trained as a baseline by solving the following convex 
program: 

rain.12 (w", w) = E. 5|wl + C. (1 - a) X max{0, 1 - (w, xi) - wo: + 
ief 

C. aX max{0, 1 + (w, x) + wo 
ief 

where ae IR is a cost factor used to tune the trade-of 
between the number of the false negatives and the false 
positives. The constant Ce IR steers the amount of regu 
larization. This method considers all network traffic records 
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in the positive bags to be positive and similarly all network 
traffic records in the negative bags to be negative. 
0057. A second detector (e.g., MIL detector 260 in FIG. 
2) was trained by solving the NP optimization problem 
discussed above with regard to operation 415 in FIG. 4. 
0058. In one example simulation, each detector operates 
on all test flows and selects the top 150 network traffic 
records or instances with the highest decision score. The 
Source data contain only weak labels. The model selection 
and the final evaluation of the detectors require the ground 
truth labels for a subset of flows from the validation and the 
testing subset. The ground truth labels are obtained via 
submitting the flows URL to a “VirusTotal service. The 
VirusTotal service is a webserver based service for checking 
files for viruses. For each submitted URL, the VirusTotal 
service provides a report containing an analysis of a set of 
URL scanners. 

0059. The number of scanners at the time of evaluation 
was 62. The report is summarized by the number of positive 
hits, that is, the number of scanners which marked the URL 
as malicious. If at least three Scanners marked the URL as 
malicious the flow was labeled as true positive. 
0060 Plots 910 and 920 in FIGS. 9A and 9B present 
results obtained on the first 150 test flows with the highest 
decision score computed by the MIL and the SVM detector 
and illustrate the number of true positives and the precision 
as a function of increasing decision threshold. Plot 910 in 
FIG. 9A shows the number of true positives and chart 920 
in FIG.9B shows the precision of the detectors as a function 
of the number of detected flows. In addition, results are 
shown for a baseline detector selecting the flows randomly. 
As shown in FIGS. 9A and 9B, in the top 150 instances 
selected by the MIL detector out of 9,696,453 testing flows, 
22 are true positives while the baseline SVM detector found 
just 6 true positives. 
0061. The detectors were also evaluated in terms of the 
number of VirusTotal hits being the finer annotation used to 
define the ground true labels. The flow with the number of 
hits greater than 2 is marked as the true positive. The results 
are presented in FIGS. 9C and 9D. Plot 930 in FIG. 9C 
shows the number of accumulated hits with respect to the 
number of flows selected by the MIL and the SVM detector. 
Chart 940 in FIG. 9D shows a histogram of the number of 
hits per network traffic record or instance computed for the 
first 50 flows with the highest decision score. The flows with 
the number of hits higher than 2 are the true positives. Plot 
930 and chart 940 in FIGS. 9C and 9D show the number of 
accumulated hits as a function of the detected flows. The 
proposed MIL detector detected more flows with three or 
more hits, unlike the random selection or baseline SVM 
detector. 
0062. In Summary, in a conventional classification system 
different sets of proxy logs are generated to train a classifier, 
one set of proxy logs representing malicious network traffic 
and another set of proxy logs representing legitimate net 
work traffic. However, obtaining a sufficiently large and 
diverse set of malicious traffic records is very time consum 
ing and very expensive because it typically requires employ 
ing a security analysis to verify whether the network traffic 
is legitimate or malicious. Techniques presented herein train 
a flow-based classifier based on weak annotations, i.e., 
labeled bags of network traffic records, which are easier to 
obtain. While the classifier is trained based on the weak 
annotations, the trained classifier is still classifying each 
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individual flow of network traffic. In other words, the 
techniques described herein allow classifying individual 
flows of network traffic but are trained based on training sets 
organized in bags that include network traffic records for 
network traffic directed to a particular domain for a particu 
lar user. 
0063. There are several unique aspects of the system that 
are summarized as follows: First, a machine learning system 
is provided for malicious network traffic that uses weak 
Supervision in training. The training uses labels of groups of 
flows (bags) to obtain a flow-level classifier. This system 
uses weak Supervision during training. This means that the 
labeling process can label entire groups of flows (bags). For 
example, the groups of flows can be labeled based on known 
malicious domains or compromised users. Importantly, the 
final classifier makes the decision about each individual 
flow. This is achieved by the Multiple Instance Learning 
process. 
0064 Second, the weak labeling uses black lists, domain 
reputation, security reports, and Sandboxing analysis to 
define positive (malicious) and negative (legitimate) bags 
based on the proxy log domain. The weak labeling as 
provided by the bags is used to train a flow-level classifier. 
The important point here is that the labels accepted by the 
training algorithm can be weak. The algorithm gathers 
intelligence about domains from all available sources to 
create weak labels. The algorithm then trains a classifier that 
marks individual flows as malicious or legitimate. The 
training optimally selects the decision boundary and handles 
possible label mistakes induced by the group labeling. 
0065. Third, the malicious traffic is found by a NP 
detector combined with a modified MIL framework. The NP 
detector minimizes false negatives while also minimizing 
false positives (lower than a prescribed value) and thus 
providing accuracy guarantees. The MIL handles the weak 
labeling. 
0066 Fourth, due to the weak supervision, the system can 
be easily (and frequently) retrained based on the updated 
security intelligence feeds. The vast amounts of intelligence 
(as available from the feeds, for example) do not allow 
manual confirmation of these sources before using them to 
prepare training data. Furthermore, the labeling is often 
weak, i.e. it is available at the domain level (for example) 
while the classifier operates on individual flows. Nonethe 
less, the algorithm can deal with these constrains and 
successfully train a robust flow-level classifier. 
0067 MIL handles possible label mistakes induced by 
the group labeling which simplifies the verification and 
deployment. The MIL algorithm minimizes a weighted Sum 
of errors made by the detector on the negative bags and the 
positive bags which makes it possible to tolerate some 
non-malicious samples being present in the positive bags. 
The system can be used to detect malicious proxy logs as 
trained using domains in the URL of the proxy log. 
0068. The use of the NP detector in a modified MIL 
algorithm within the network security context is not here 
tofore known. Compared to the modified MIL, the previ 
ously published Multiple Instance Support Vector Machines 
(mi-SVM) optimizes the classification error (alpha weighing 
in the objective function is set to 0.5), wherein the objective 
function contains an additional regularization term, and the 
negative bags can contain more than a single instance. 
Again, the MIL algorithm using an NP detector has not been 
previously used to detect malicious traffic. 
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0069. The conceptual problem in using the standard 
Supervised machine learning methods to detect malicious 
network traffic is the lack of sufficiently representative 
training set containing examples of malicious and legitimate 
communication. The system presented herein can recognize 
malicious traffic by learning from the weak annotations. 
Weak supervision in training is achieved on the level of 
properly defined bags of proxy logs (using request domains) 
by leveraging Internet domain black lists, security reports, 
and sandboxing analysis. 
0070 The system uses generic features extracted from 
URLs and additional attributes if they are available (e.g. 
proxy log fields). The features are then used in a weakly 
Supervised machine learning algorithm to train a system that 
discriminates between malicious and legitimate traffic. The 
system is by-design general. Such system can be used where 
weak labels are available, for example to detect malicious 
HTTP requests as trained from malicious domains. This 
applies to spam, phishing, command-and-control communi 
cation, and other types of malicious traffic. 
0071. This system extracts a number of generic features 
from proxy logs of HTTP requests and trains a detector of 
malicious communication using publicly-available black 
lists of malware domains. Since the blacklists contain label 
ing only at the level of domains while the detector operates 
on richer proxy logs with a full target web site URL, the 
labeled domains only provide weak Supervision for training. 
0072 A key advantage for deploying new products using 
this technology is that the requirements on the labeled 
samples (and their accuracy) are lower. In this way, the 
system can train a detector that operates on individual 
proxy-logs while the training uses only domains to indicate 
malicious or legitimate traffic. 
0073. Since the labeling is at the level of domains while 
the system trains a proxy log classifier, it can happen that 
Some proxy logs in the positive bags (labeled positive based 
on the domain) can be negative (legitimate). The training 
algorithm correctly handles such cases. 
0074 The training can take advantage of large databases 
of weak annotations (such as security feeds). Since the 
databases are updated frequently, the detectors are also 
retrained to maintain highest accuracy. The training proce 
dure relies on generic features and therefore generalizes the 
malware behavior from the training samples. AS Such the 
detectors find malicious traffic not present in the intelligence 
database (marked by the feeds). 
0075. In one form, a computer-implemented method is 
provided comprising: at a networking device, classifying 
network traffic records as either malware network traffic 
records or legitimate network traffic records, dividing clas 
sified network traffic records into at least one group of 
classified network traffic records, the at least one group 
including classified network traffic records associated with 
network communications between a computing device and a 
server for a predetermined period of time, labeling the at 
least one group of classified network traffic records as 
malicious when at least one of the classified network traffic 
records in the at least one group is malicious or labeling the 
at least one group of classified network traffic records as 
legitimate when none of the classified network traffic 
records in the at least one group is malicious to obtain at 
least one labeled group of classified network traffic records, 
training a detector process on individual classified network 
traffic records in the at least one labeled group of classified 
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network traffic records to learn a flow-level model based on 
the labeling of the at least one group of classified network 
traffic records, and identifying malware network communi 
cations between the computing device and the server utiliz 
ing the flow-level model of the detector process. 
0076. In another form, an apparatus comprising: one or 
more processors, one or more memory devices in commu 
nication with the one or more processors, and at least one 
network interface unit coupled to the one or more proces 
sors, wherein the one or more processors are configured to: 
classify network traffic records as either malware network 
traffic records or legitimate network traffic records, divide 
classified network traffic records into at least one group of 
classified network traffic records, the at least one group 
including classified network traffic records associated with 
network communications between a computing device and a 
server for a predetermined period of time, label the at least 
one group of classified network traffic records as malicious 
when at least one of the classified network traffic records in 
the at least one group is malicious or label the at least one 
group of classified network traffic records as legitimate 
when none of the classified network traffic records in the at 
least one group is malicious to obtain at least one labeled 
group of classified network traffic records, train a detector 
process on individual classified network traffic records in the 
at least one labeled group of classified network traffic 
records to learn a flow-level model based on the labeling of 
the at least one group of classified network traffic records; 
and identify malware network communications between the 
computing device and the server utilizing the flow-level 
model of the detector process. 
0077. In still another form, one or more computer read 
able non-transitory storage media encoded with Software 
comprising computer executable instructions that when 
executed by one or more processors cause the one or more 
processor to: classify network traffic records as either mal 
ware network traffic records or legitimate network traffic 
records, divide classified network traffic records into at least 
one group of classified network traffic records, the at least 
one group including classified network traffic records asso 
ciated with network communications between a computing 
device and a server for a predetermined period of time, label 
the at least one group of classified network traffic records as 
malicious when at least one of the classified network traffic 
records in the at least one group is malicious or label the at 
least one group of classified network traffic records as 
legitimate when none of the classified network traffic 
records in the at least one group is malicious to obtain at 
least one labeled group of classified network traffic records, 
train a detector process on individual classified network 
traffic records in the at least one labeled group of classified 
network traffic records to learn a flow-level model based on 
the labeling of the at least one group of classified network 
traffic records, and identify malware network communica 
tions between the computing device and the server utilizing 
the flow-level model of the detector process. 
0078. The above description is intended by way of 
example only. Although the techniques are illustrated and 
described herein as embodied in one or more specific 
examples, it is nevertheless not intended to be limited to the 
details shown, since various modifications and structural 
changes may be made within the scope and range of equiva 
lents of the claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
at a networking device, classifying network traffic records 

as either malware network traffic records or legitimate 
network traffic records; 

dividing classified network traffic records into at least one 
group of classified network traffic records, the at least 
one group including classified network traffic records 
associated with network communications between a 
computing device and a server for a predetermined 
period of time; 

labeling the at least one group of classified network traffic 
records as malicious when at least one of the classified 
network traffic records in the at least one group is 
malicious or labeling the at least one group of classified 
network traffic records as legitimate when none of the 
classified network traffic records in the at least one 
group is malicious to obtain at least one labeled group 
of classified network traffic records; 

training a detector process on individual classified net 
work traffic records in the at least one labeled group of 
classified network traffic records to learn a flow-level 
model based on the labeling of the at least one group of 
classified network traffic records; and 

identifying malware network communications between 
the computing device and the server utilizing the flow 
level model of the detector process. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the network traffic 
records include proxy logs, and 

wherein the classifying comprises analyzing proxy log 
domains of the proxy logs to classify the network traffic 
records. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the classifying com 
prises classifying network traffic records based on blacklists, 
domain reputation, security reports and Sandboxing analysis 
results, and 

wherein a subset of the classified network traffic records 
is classified with flaws. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 
repeatedly retraining the detector process based on 

updated blacklists, domain reputation, security reports 
and sandboxing analysis results. 

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the detector process is 
a Neyman-Pearson (NP) detector process combined with a 
Multi Instance Learning (MIL) algorithm, 

wherein the NP detector process minimizes a false nega 
tive rate of detection results to achieve a predetermined 
low false positive rate of the detection results when 
identifying the malware network communication, and 

wherein the MIL algorithm mitigates an impact of flawed 
classified network traffic records on an accuracy of the 
detector process in identifying the malware network 
communication. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the MIL algorithm 
minimizes a weighted Sum of errors made by the detector 
process on the at least one labeled group of classified 
network traffic records and tolerates the subset of the clas 
sified network traffic records that is classified with flaws. 

7. The method of claim 5, wherein training the detector 
process comprises: 

estimating a number of false positive detection results and 
a number of false negative detection results for results 
generated by the NP detector process; 
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formulating a learning criterion for training the NP detec 
tor process and Solving an optimization problem by 
using a parameter to weight the estimated numbers of 
the false positive detection results and the false nega 
tive detection results; 

randomly generating parameters for a stochastic gradient 
descent (SGD) function; 

repeatedly executing the SGD function using the ran 
domly generated parameters thereby optimizing oper 
ating parameters of the NP detector process. 

8. An apparatus comprising: 
one or more processors; 
one or more memory devices in communication with the 

one or more processors; and 
at least one network interface unit coupled to the one or 
more processors, 

wherein the one or more processors are configured to: 
classify network traffic records as either malware net 
work traffic records or legitimate network traffic 
records; 

divide classified network traffic records into at least one 
group of classified network traffic records, the at 
least one group including classified network traffic 
records associated with network communications 
between a computing device and a server for a 
predetermined period of time; 

label the at least one group of classified network traffic 
records as malicious when at least one of the clas 
sified network traffic records in the at least one group 
is malicious or label the at least one group of 
classified network traffic records as legitimate when 
none of the classified network traffic records in the at 
least one group is malicious to obtain at least one 
labeled group of classified network traffic records; 

train a detector process on individual classified network 
traffic records in the at least one labeled group of 
classified network traffic records to learn a flow-level 
model based on the labeling of the at least one group 
of classified network traffic records; and 

identify malware network communications between the 
computing device and the server utilizing the flow 
level model of the detector process. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the network traffic 
records include proxy logs, and 

wherein the one or more processors are configured to 
classify network traffic records by analyzing proxy log 
domains of the proxy logs to classify the network traffic 
records. 

10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the one or more 
processors are configured to classify network traffic records 
based on blacklists, domain reputation, security reports and 
sandboxing analysis results, and 

wherein a subset of the classified network traffic records 
is classified with flaws. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the one or more 
processors are configured to: 

repeatedly retrain the detector process based on updated 
blacklists, domain reputation, security reports and 
Sandboxing analysis results. 

12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the detector 
process is a Neyman-Pearson (NP) detector process com 
bined with a Multi Instance Learning (MIL) algorithm, 

wherein the NP detector process minimizes a false nega 
tive rate of detection results to achieve a predetermined 
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low false positive rate of the detection results when 
identifying the malware network communication, and 

wherein the MIL algorithm mitigates an impact of flawed 
classified network traffic records on an accuracy of the 
detector in identifying the malware network commu 
nication. 

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the MIL algorithm 
minimizes a weighted Sum of errors made by the detector 
process on the at least one labeled group of classified 
network traffic records and tolerates the subset of the clas 
sified network traffic records that is classified with flaws. 

14. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the one or more 
processor is configured to train the detector process by: 

estimating a number of false positive detection results and 
a number of false negative detection results for results 
generated by the NP detector process; 

formulating a learning criterion for training the NP detec 
tor process and solving an optimization problem by 
using a parameter to weight the estimated numbers of 
the false positive detection results and the false nega 
tive detection results; 

randomly generating parameters for a stochastic gradient 
descent (SGD) function; 

repeatedly executing the SGD function using the ran 
domly generated parameters thereby optimizing oper 
ating parameters of the NP detector process. 

15. One or more computer readable non-transitory storage 
media encoded with software comprising computer execut 
able instructions that when executed by one or more pro 
cessors cause the one or more processor to: 

classify network traffic records as either malware network 
traffic records or legitimate network traffic records: 

divide classified network traffic records into at least one 
group of classified network traffic records, the at least 
one group including classified network traffic records 
associated with network communications between a 
computing device and a server for a predetermined 
period of time; 

label the at least one group of classified network traffic 
records as malicious when at least one of the classified 
network traffic records in the at least one group is 
malicious or label the at least one group of classified 
network traffic records as legitimate when none of the 
classified network traffic records in the at least one 
group is malicious to obtain at least one labeled group 
of classified network traffic records; 

train a detector process on individual classified network 
traffic records in the at least one labeled group of 
classified network traffic records to learn a flow-level 
model based on the labeling of the at least one group of 
classified network traffic records; and 

identify malware network communications between the 
computing device and the server utilizing the flow-level 
model of the detector process. 

16. The computer readable non-transitory storage media 
of claim 15, wherein the network traffic records include 
proxy logs, 

wherein the instructions that cause the one or more 
processors to classify comprise instructions operable to 
analyze proxy log domains of the proxy logs to classify 
the network traffic records. 
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17. The computer readable non-transitory storage media 
of claim 15, wherein the executable instructions cause the 
one or more processors to classify the network traffic records 
by: 

classifying the network traffic records based on blacklists, 
domain reputation, security reports and Sandboxing 
analysis results, and 

wherein a subset of the classified network traffic records 
is classified with flaws. 

18. The computer readable non-transitory storage media 
of claim 17, wherein the executable instructions further 
cause the one or more processors to: 

repeatedly retrain the detector process based on updated 
blacklists, domain reputation, security reports and 
Sandboxing analysis results. 

19. The computer readable non-transitory storage media 
of claim 17, wherein the detector process is a Neyman 
Pearson (NP) detector process combined with a Multi 
Instance Learning (MIL) algorithm, 

wherein the NP detector process minimizes a false nega 
tive rate of detection results to achieve a predetermined 
low false positive rate of the detection results when 
identifying the malware network communication, and 
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wherein the MIL algorithm mitigates an impact of flawed 
classified network traffic records on an accuracy of the 
detector in identifying the malware network commu 
nication. 

20. The computer readable non-transitory storage media 
of claim 19, wherein the MIL algorithm minimizes a 
weighted Sum of errors made by the detector process on the 
at least one labeled group of classified network traffic 
records and tolerates the subset of the classified network 
traffic records that is classified with flaws, and 

wherein the instructions further cause the one or more 
processors to train the detector process by: 

estimating a number of false positive detection results and 
a number of false negative detection results for results 
generated by the NP detector process; 

formulating a learning criterion for training the NP detec 
tor process and solving an optimization problem by 
using a parameter to weight the estimated numbers of 
the false positive detection results and the false nega 
tive detection results; 

randomly generating parameters for a stochastic gradient 
descent (SGD) function; 

repeatedly executing the SGD function using the ran 
domly generated parameters thereby optimizing oper 
ating parameters of the NP detector process. 

k k k k k 


